Service on the Go

Teachable Moments

#02

Our Members – 1
All of us who work at the club from General Manager to Supervisors to Cart Attendants to Servers
are here to provide service to our members. They are our ultimate bosses. Treat them accordingly.
Our willing deference to them is a sign of respect. Without them there would be no club. Their use
of club facilities and services makes our paychecks possible. Members should:
 Be greeted cordially wherever encountered.
 Be listened to politely when they have a comment, complaint, request, or suggestion. Always
pass their remarks on to your Supervisor.
 Be given our undivided attention. We must immediately interrupt our personal conversations at
their approach. By giving them our absolute attention, we demonstrate our respect for them
and our dedication to their comfort and welfare.
 Be helped in any way possible. We will not be naysayers to our members. There is always an
alternative way to meet their requests. Be creative, be bold, but most of all, be helpful.
 Have doors opened and carts moved aside for them. When passing a member in hallways or on
stairs, yield to them while greeting them cheerfully. Even if there is sufficient room to pass,
make a point of moving aside to show deference.
 Never see us eating, drinking, or smoking. These personal habits interfere with our immediate
and absolute focus on our members. Even if these habits don't actually interfere, they may give
a negative impression – and impressions are what service is all about. We do not chew gum,
candies, mints, toothpicks – it's unprofessional.
 Never see us “breaking a sweat.” Service is a form of theater. We are putting on a show for our
members and guests. The pace of service should be measured, paced, and member-focused –
never hurried or harried.
 Be able to enjoy their round of golf with as little interference and disruption as possible.
Equipment operators, beverage cart staff, and rangers should stop equipment when golfers are
hitting or putting and we should keep our conversations low so as not to disturb play.
 Not have to listen to our personal conversations anywhere around the property. Talk quietly
when members are present. The club is not our place to play and horse around. We should
strive to maintain a dignified, quiet atmosphere.
 Hardly be aware of our presence. Be out of sight and out of mind. Good service is unobtrusive.
Public areas of the club are for our members. Therefore, we should not be in the public areas
unless working or quietly transiting from one work area to another.
 They should never hear us complaining about the club or its policies and procedures. Such
complaints should be brought directly to your Supervisor.

Discussion Points: Select one or more of the above points and discuss why each is
important. Illustrate or reinforce each point with examples or personal experience.
Take Away: Members are our ultimate bosses and their use of the club pays our wages.
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